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Abstract. This paper provides a linguistic semantic analysis of time
and aspect in natural languages. On the basis of topological concepts,
notions are introduced like the basic aspectual opposition between event,
state and process or that of time of utterance (for the treatment of deictic
categories) that are used to analyse the semantics of grammatical tenses
or more general situations. This linguistic model yields a conceptualisa-
tion reused for the definition of a formal ontology of time and aspect.
This ontology is provided with a formal framework based on type theory
that enables the processing of temporal and aspectual semantic entities
and relations.
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1 Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of minimizing the distance between 1) time
and aspect conceptualized from natural languages, and 2) a computational model
enabling a formal treatment of the semantics of texts. Section 1 gives general
information about time and aspect and introduces a specific linguistic model
resting on topological concepts and taking into account notions like temporal
deixis or primitive aspectual values such as state, process or event and derived
ones like resultative state (see [1]). Section 2 provides an original formal frame-
work using an applicative language with Church functional types to express this
linguistic ontology and then defines concepts and relations of this formal on-
tology of time and aspect. This work intends to reach a greater expressivity
compared to time notions investigated for instance within modal logic like with
tense logic, LTL or ITL (if natural language semantics description is the goal
to reach), because it develops an interval-based semantics integreting aspectual
properties more suitable for natural languages analysis. On the other hand, the
reasoning aspect is not considered here. This paper is a knowledge representa-
tion investigation leading to a finer expressivity for applications like ontologies
population or formal definition of grammatical operators.
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2 An Analysis of Aspect and Temporality

Time notions conceptualized from natural languages are often classified by lin-
guistics into two main concepts, that of time and that of aspect. The former
deals with locating situations in time with respect to the time of utterance (e.g.
deictic references like yesterday) or other situations in time not related to it
(e.g. after the war). The latter can be defined, following [2], as the parameter
that studies the different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a
situation. Those definitions as it is going to be explained in the next sections can
be given a more precise characterization adopting a theoretical point of view.
For the present purpose (building an ontology of time and aspect), first a list
of fundamental entities that can be found in the semantics of aspect and time
is drawn up and then relations over them are identified (according to a specific
theory that is developed here).

2.1 Linguistic Concepts for a Model of Aspect and Time

Discussing the different linguistic theories of aspect is not the main purpose of
this paper, simply a brief overview of a few typologies of aspectual semantic
values will be provided, then some comments are given on how aspectual values
in languages can be conveyed by linguistic elements and finally, the theoretical
linguistic concepts adopted here are laid out.

Before introducing theoretical elements some linguistic examples of aspec-
tual1 oppositions are considered without committing to any particular classifi-
cation.

1. (a) John walked
(b) John was walking
(c) John has walked
(d) John walked to the station

Dealing with aspect, the classification of verbs made by the philosopher
Vendler has often been taken up, discussed and also refined. He provided a set of
four classes of verbs based on their distinct aspectual properties along with basic
linguistic tests to determine if a verb belongs to a given class. The four classes
are the following: activity (e.g. run, walk), achievement (e.g. see, reach the top),
accomplishment (e.g. run a mile, build a house) and state (e.g. believe, to be in
the room). For more details about this classification, see [3]. Later, this aspec-
tual typology has been refined on several points, notably the semantic definitions
of the aspectual classes. Indeed, according to different semantic features, other
classifications are proposed, for instance in ([4], [5], [6]). Mourelatos introduces
a more fundamental aspectual distinction between event, state and process from
which Vendler’s classes can be expressed in a hierarchical way.

Another major refinement about the Vendler classification concerns the el-
ements it applies to. As it has been argued by Dowty, Verkuyl or Mourelatos,

1 Regardless of temporal information for the moment.
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an aspectual semantic classification should not be restricted to verbs but rather
to situations described by whole sentences, namely verbs along with their ar-
guments and other aspectual modifiers like adverbials2 . Consider the following
examples.

2. (a) Paul drinks beer.
(b) Paul drinks a beer.
(c) Paul read a book in one hour.
(d) Paul read a book for one hour.

The linguistic theory of time and aspect that is worked out here is now intro-
duced with its formal framework. The overall theory is described in ([9], [10]).
Definitions of aspectual semantic values rest on topological concepts, and more
precisely on topological intervals of instants (open, closed, half-open) for which
topological properties have a linguistic meaning. This interval-based semantics
is in line with a model-theoretic approach. In other words, linguistic expressions
(to which a logical representation will be given) are given a truth value with
respect to topological intervals3 of the model. We give now information about
entities (or linguistic concepts) being taken into account in the model.

Dealing with time in natural languages, the notion of temporal reference
system (see [1]) is useful to understand its semantics. Different types of temporal
reference systems are defined, first, that created by the utterance process and
from which other situations can be located: the enunciative reference system, it
is said to be actualized (e.g. now, yesterday), secondly, that being not actualized
(e.g. the first of March), or that of possible situations (e.g. if I were rich . . .
). In the model, by hypothesis the linguistic time is defined as an organized
set of temporal reference systems, and each temporal reference system being a
continuous and ordered set of instants. They are structured by three relations,
the relation of identification (=), that of differentiation ( 6=) for “before” and
“after” relations and the breaking relation (]) meaning that a temporal reference
system is not located with respect to the enunciative reference system like with
for instance the marker once upon a time.

Regarding aspect, the model of this theory is based on three primitive seman-
tic values, those of process, event and state, and to each is given a conceptual
content (analyzed from linguistic data and cognitive considerations). A situa-
tion has the value of a process when it expresses an ongoing action without last

2 Linguistic markers being variable from one language to another. For a theoretical
introduction on aspect with examples taken from different languages, see [2].
Dependencies between aspectual values of a sentence and its constituents is known
as the aspectual composition phenomena. For instance, see [7] for a treatment of
aspect in relation with the different semantic types of nominal arguments (as in
example 2.a and 2.b), or [8] which notably takes into account adverbials (as in 2.c
and 2.d).

3 Many linguists have argued about the necessity of intervals for the semantics of time
(Bennet, Culioli, Partee, Desclés, Dowty, Kamp), but also in logics (Van Benthem,
Montanari [11], Goranko) or in other fields like in IA or philosophy. Generally in
opposition to an instant-based ontology.
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instant. It is formally represented by a right-open and left-closed interval (there
is an initial but no final instant). A situation is a state when it expresses an ab-
sence of modifications and its semantics is represented by an open interval. On
the other hand, a situation is an event when it refers to a modification between
two static situations and it is represented by a closed interval (with an initial
and a final instant). For instance, a situation having the aspectual value of state
is said to be realized onto an open interval (true for every instant belonging to
the given interval in the model). Situations having aspectual values are given an
underlying logical expression, namely an applicative expression ASP(Λ) where
ASP is a class of aspectual operators {PROC, STATE, EVENT} applying to
Λ being a timeless4 predicative relation, those operator yielding aspectualised
predicative relation realized on topological intervals.

Up to now entities (state, event, process, temporal referential) of the model
have been defined, now relations that can be predicated over them are going to
be investigated.

2.2 Linguistic Relations for a Model of Aspect and Time

Before introducing temporal relations, a preliminary remark is made on the
notion of utterance time that is defined by the utterance process and realized
on a right-open interval (not a single instant but a process because uttering
takes time and is unaccomplished), see again [1]. The right boundary of this
process is written T0 and is not the last instant of the utterance process but
the first instant of the non-realized instants. In terms of the temporal structure,
the bound T0 of the utterance process separates the past from the future in an
asymmetric way, the future having a non linear structure. This is one of the
reasons why linguistic time can’t be conceptualized as a linear order.

Thus, temporal relations are expressed by precedence or identification5 re-
lation holding between a situation (with an aspectual value) and the utterance
process. Consider some linguistic examples and their corresponding intervals.

4 Without temporal or aspectual value. More precisely, Λ refers to the notion of lexis
or dictum, denoting “what is said”.

5 Relations between topological intervals are defined formally in the next section.
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Aspectual values such as defined above are said to be primitive to the extent
that they can be combined to express derived aspectual semantic values like the
perfect. A sentence like:

expresses a situation where an event and a state are in a specific configuration.
The bound between the event and the state is defined as a continuous cut (as
defined by Dedekind6), and the adjacent (to the event) resulting state refers
to a causal relation holding between both intervals, which correspond to the
semantics of the perfect.

As defined in the model, aspectual semantic values are not indeed indepen-
dent from each other. Consider some simple examples like:

3. (a) He was washing the car.

(b) He washed the car.

(c) He has washed the car.

Those situations all refer to a common telic predicative relation (that has to
reach a final term to be true, here the right bound of the event). The clause a.
refers to an underlying unaccomplished process (right bound open). Once this
process is achieved (right bound reached), it is turned into an event, the clause
b. From this event can be related some causal situations expressed by a perfect
value as in the clause c. Those aspectual properties lead to a general network of
dependencies introduced in ([1]).

6 A continuous cut written tc. For a set of instants E linearly oriented and such that
for A1 and A2 two subsets of E, the following conditions are verified (1) A1∪A2 ⊇ E,
(2) A1 ∩A2 = ∅ and (3) A1 < A2. tc is a continuous cut of E when either (tc ∈ A1
and tc /∈ A2) or (tc /∈ A1 and tc ∈ A2), exclusively.
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Fig. 1. The core information of the ontology consists of a set of constraints between
aspectual values. Arrows in this network can either mean “is a sort of” like in the
proposition an activity state is a sort of state, or “implies” like in an event implies a
resulting state or “contains” like in a progressive process is contained in an activity
state (e.g. the plane is flying vs. the plane is in fly). See [10] for further details and a
linguistic account for those relations.

These theoretical linguistic developments are in line with an ontological in-
vestigation to the extent that it answers to some questions about the time nature
(e.g. analysis of intervals bounds, constraints and relation between them). Now
are introduced some tools to formally represent this linguistic ontology.

3 A Formal Ontology of Time and Aspect

First a specific framework is laid out, to make possible the expression of aspectual
semantics introduced in the previous section.

3.1 Formal Framework

According to [12], there exists in the literature of knowledge representation sev-
eral meanings for the term ontology. One meaning identifies an ontology to a
specific conceptualization of a knowledge base (here, the formal semantics of
time and aspect introduced in section 1). Another meaning concerns the formal
account7 given to such conceptualization (which is the topic of this section).

The formalism that is used here is that of applicative systems with types.
Applicative formalisms have been developed along with combinatory logics by
Curry who introduced the notion of operator and the basic operation of applica-
tion. The notion of type here is that of functional types introduced by Church.

7 For instance description logics, first order logic or applicative systems like combina-
tory logic or lambda-calculus.
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Thus, the basic structure for such system rests on the fundamental distinction
between operator and operand. The former being applied to the later to return a
result. Each of those three entities having a specific functional type. This notion
of type is used to characterize classes of objects operators can be applied to. The
construction rule for functional types is the following:

(1) Primitive types are Types

(2) If α and β are Types, then Fαβ is a Type .
(1)

F is the functional type constructor and Fαβ is the type of an operator that
can be applied only to operands having the type α and β is the type of the
result. The application rule is the following:

X : Fαβ Y : α

XY : β
. (2)

An ontology being often defined as a set of concepts with relations over them,
it is necessary to formally define the notion of concept that is used here.

Following Frege, a concept is defined as a function f : D → {⊥;>}, where
D is a domain of objects and {⊥;>} truth values. Concepts are associated
to unsaturated entities and objects to saturated entities. (e.g. the concept is-
human( ) can be applied to the saturated object John to return true).

Entities of the ontology of time and aspect (intervals) are referred to as types8

, and concepts and types are related by the following equivalence9 :

a : x iff is-x(a) = > . (3)

The left clause of this equivalence can also be expressed by the proposition
a is an instance of the type x. The definition of a concept is given by writing
(e.g. for a type x), is-x(a) ≡ “a has the properties inherited from the concept is-
X()”. Whence if an object has a given type, it inherits all properties associated
to the concept (e.g. John:human ≡ is-human(John) → has-body(John) and
has-mind(John). . . ).

A relation (here binary) has a functional type built recursively using the
rule (1). In the following diagram, R is the name of an arbitrary binary relation
holding between two typed objects.

8 The closest notion of type used in this sense can be found in the literature on
ontologies in computer science under the term universal (taken from philosophy)
(See for instance [13]). Types are used to express general relations that hold between
classes of objects, like types in categorial grammars or the TBox level in description
logics.

9 Types are written with bold lower-case letters, and name of concepts are written
with upper-case.
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is-x(a) is-x(b)∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
a : x

R:FxFyH−−−−−−→ b : y

R : FxFyH a : x

(Ra) : FyH b : y

((Ra)b) : H

.

Fig. 2. The same binary relation R is represented graphically (on the left) and by its
applicative tree (on the right). This tree rests on the application rule (2). The type
H corresponds to truth values. Double lines in graphical representation refer to the
equivalence (3).

3.2 Definitions of Concepts and Relations in the Ontology of Time
and Aspect

As it has been mentioned, linguistic entities identified in section 2.1, namely, the
different topological intervals (of instants) and temporal reference systems are
identify to primitive types in the formal ontology. Other types are introduced
for technical reasons that are explained below.

Table 1. This table establishes the typology of entities required in the formal ontology
of time and aspect.

Types Entity description

H Truth values
ref Temporal reference system (see section 2.1)
inst Instant
intv Interval
intv-topo Interval with topological properties
intv-topo-B− Unbounded interval
intv-topo-B+ Bounded interval
intv-topo-B+-cl Closed bounded interval (see section 2.1)
intv-topo-B+-op Open bounded interval (see section 2.1)
intv-topo-B+-ho Half-open bounded interval (see section 2.1)

Remark 1. Having established three different types respectively for closed, open
or half-open intervals, it is possible to express polymorphic relations between
specific intervals. For instance, a relation R holding between a closed and a
half-open interval will have the functional type R: F intv-topo-B+-cl F intv-
topo-B+-op H. All arguments with other types than those in the signature of
the relation10 will lead to a type error.

10 This means is used to express semantic constraints between aspectual values. For
instance, two events (respectively true on closed intervals) cant be adjacent (or
“meet” in Allen´ s terminology or also share a bound) according to theory introduced
in section 2.1 (there is necessarily a state in between).
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An ontology being not a simple typology (unstructured set of entities), the next
figure graphically represents specific articulations of types taken from table 1,
and then a conceptual content is given (definitions following the figure 3) to
types (following the equivalence (3)) and to relations.

Fig. 3. Each relation in this ontology is typed. For instance the relation “=” can have
the type F inst F inst H or F ref F ref H. The seven relations (co, ad, ov, pr, coi, cot,
in) are defined in table 2. The relation δ’ is defined from the determination operator δ
(see [14]), and shares some properties with the subsumption relation.

Definition 1. A temporal reference system (type ref) is a strict total ordered
set (T,<) where T is a non-empty set of instants. “<” is called the precedence
relation and verifies the additional properties of density and continuous cut (see
footnote 6).

is-ref(R) ≡ R = (T,<) ∧ T 6= ∅ (4)

Definition 2. An interval (type intv) is a non-empty convex subset of a tem-
poral reference system.

is-intv(I) ≡ ∃R(is-ref(R)) ∧ I 6= ∅
∧ ∀a, b ∈ I(a < b,∀t ∈ R(a ≤ t ≤⇒ t ∈ I))

(5)

Definition 3. A topological interval (type intv-topo) is an interval to which
operators of the point-set topology like interior, boundary or closure can be ap-
plied11.

11 Indeed, open intervals of any totally ordered set can define a topology on this set.
Here, there exists a topological space (T,O) where T is the non-empty set of instants
and O is a topology on T consisting of all open subsets of T verifying the specific
topological axioms.
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Here are recalled the basic topological notions from which more specific topo-
logical intervals will be defined like the closed or half-open intervals.

Given an interval I and a temporal reference system R such that I ⊆ R.

– The interior of I, denoted Int(I), is defined by the union of all open intervals
include in I. If I is open then Int(I) = I.

– The closure of I, denoted Cl(I), is defined by the intersection of all closed
intervals including I. If I is closed then Cl(I) = I.

– The boundary of I, denoted Bd(I), is defined by the intersection of the
closure of I and the closure of the complement of I.

– It is possible to add for an interval I of totally ordered instants, its right
bound, denoted BdR(I), defined by BdR(I) = max(Bd(I)), and its left
bound, denoted BdL(I), defined by BdL(I) = min(Bd(I)).

Definition 4. Respectively, unbounded topological interval (type intv-topo-B−)
and bounded topological interval (type intv-topo-B+) are defined by,

is-intv-topo-b− (I) ≡ is-intv-topo(I) ∧ (BdR(I) =∞∨BdL(I) =∞) (6)

is-intv-topo-b+ (I) ≡ is-intv-topo(I) ∧ (BdR(I) 6=∞∧BdL(I) 6=∞) (7)

Definition 5. Respectively, closed interval (type intv-topo-B+-cl), open interval
(type intv-topo-B+-op) and half-open (at right) interval (type intv-topo-B+-ho)
are defined by,

is-intv-topo-b+-cl(I) ≡ is-intv-topo-b+(I) ∧ I = Cl(I) (8)

is-intv-topo-b+-op(I) ≡ is-intv-topo-b+(I) ∧ I = Int(I) (9)

is-intv-topo-b+-ho(I) ≡ is-intv-topo-b+(I) ∧ (I = Int(I) ∪BdL(I)) (10)

Concepts being defined, the next paragraph will focus on relations over topolog-
ical intervals defined in defintion 5 (closed, open and half-open). They can be
defined from “<”: F inst F inst H and ⊆: F intv F intv H being respectively
the precedence relation between instants and the classical set-theoretic inclusion
between intervals.

Table 2. This table provides definitions for relations holding between topological in-
tervals.

Symb. Name Definition Rep.

co coincidence A co B ≡ A ⊆ B ∧B ⊆ A
ad adjacence A ad B ≡ BdR(A) = BdL(B)
ov overlap A ov B ≡ ∃i(i ⊆ A ∧ i ⊆ B) ∧BdL(A) < BdL(B)
pr precedence A pr B ≡ BdR(A) < BdL(B)
coi initial coincidence A coi B ≡ A ⊂ B ∧BdL(a) = BdL(B)
cot terminal coincidence A cot B ≡ A ⊂ B ∧BdR(a) = BdR(B)
in interiority A in B ≡ BdL(B) < BdL(A) ∧BdR(B) < BdR(A)
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The difference with Allen relations ([15]) or Van Benthem12 definitions is
that the semantics of bounds is taken into consideration and related to a logico-
linguistic analysis. Each relation is provided with a set of admissible types for
its arguments called its signature, and as mentioned in remark 1, this signature
is used to avoid certain undesired configurations between topological intervals
(semantic constraints of the ontology, see figure 1). For instance, given the re-
lation “ad” with the signature {F intv-topo-B+-cl F intv-topo-B+-op H},
and the following configurations.

Configuration 1 will lead to a semantic type error13 because the type
“F intv-topo-B+-cl F intv-topo-B+-cl H” is not included in the signature of
the relation “ad” whereas configuration 2 is well-typed (e.g. value of resulting
state, see figure 1).

This ontology with specific semantic constraints being developed, it enables
the definition of a specific model 〈I,R, V 〉 where,

1. I is the set of all open, closed or half-open intervals defined by
I = {∀i; is-intv-topo-b+-ho(i) ∨ is-intv-topo-b+-op(i)
∨ is-intv-topo-b+-cl(i)}

2. R={co, ad, ov, pr, coi, cot, in} the set of typed binary relations over I.
3. V : PR → ℘(I) a valuation function assigning to each predicative relation

in the set PR a subset of I where it is realized .

4 Conclusion

The main contribution of the article lies in the establishment of the formal
ontology of time and aspect (section 3) as a means or a toolkit to express formally
some specific semantic constraints analyzed from aspectual situations in texts.

12 Here, definitions are based on “<” and “⊆” as in period structures from [16], but
periods are defined differently.

13 The meeting point being contained in both intervals, a proposition could have con-
tradictory truth value at this point. (e.g. to be standing/to be sitting down)
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